WHOSE STORY IS IT ANYWAY?

ANNETTE SAUNOOKE CLAPSADDLE
BACKGROUND that wrote my story

- Born and raised in Cherokee, NC (just off the Qualla Boundary) – small family business
- Attended public schools K-12
- Yale (BA) and the College of William and Mary (MA) graduate
- Programmer at CPFdn
- Assistant to the Principal Chief of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians
- Public High School Teacher for over a dozen years
- Debut novel published in 2020

Executive Director of the Cherokee Preservation Foundation 2013-2015 – How I met AFN
A Story of Place and Place of Story

In the Right Place
Look for the Workers (a different kind of neighborhood) – Flood Walking
CREATING SYSTEMS THAT TRANSLATE into everyone’s language: A Case Study

Cherokee Syllabary

How Our Indian Country Flattened the Curve

This is my first pandemic, but not my tribe’s.
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